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Mytbcon IV is expected to be the biggest and best
Mytbcon yet. Special thanks should goto the commettee
for working well and bard for its success.
Mythcon is meant to be a balance between educational growth and good fun. We hope it will be both lor
you. particiiating in a cross section of the many activities available.
I hope you will make it a point to try meeting new
people. Your awareness of others from distant places.
and making new friends in the Society can only help
strengthen our national organization. For the moment.
enjoy and Joy!
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LOGOS
BOOKSTORE
10884 Weyburn Avenue
- - - i n Westwood - - Los Angeles, California 90024
PHONE (213) 479-7742
Open 10am to 11pm Monday - Saturday
2 to 6 pm Sunday

Mail Order Service
Any Book In Print Can Be Ordered From Us

LOGOS is glad to be represented
at Mythcon and. hopes this
to be the beginning
of many friendships

MYTHCON
SPECIAL OFFER
No Shipping Charges for
Orders Given at Mythcon
with $2 deposit
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LOGOS has many titles available in stock
From MACMILLIAN ...
Out of the Silent Planet by C. s. Lewis .•••••••• h 4. 95
p 1. 25
Perelandra by C. S. Lewis4 •••••••••••••••••• h 4. 95
p 1. 25
That Hideous Strength by C. S. Lewis ••••••••• h 5. 95
p 1. 50
The 7 Chronicles of Narnia by Lewis •••• each h 4. 95
Boxed paper set •.•.••••• 6. 95 each p • 95
Narnia Poster by Pauline Baynes .••••••••• 1. 45
The Abolition of Man by C. S. Lewis .•.••••••• p 1. 25
Screwtape Letters by C. S. Lewis ............ p • 95

From HARCOURT, BRACE .. .
Of Other Worlds by C. S. Lewis ••••••••••••.• h 3. 95
Narative Poems by C. S. Lewis •••••••••••••• h 5. 95
The Four Loves by C. S. Lewis •••••••••••••• h 3. 75
p 1. 95
The Letters ofC.S. Lewis •••••••••••·••••••h5.95

From EERDMANS . ..
Good News from Tolkien's Middle-earth
by Gracia Fay Ellwood •••••••••• p 3. 25
Essays Presented to Charles Williams
by Lewis, Tolkien, Sayers, Barfield ••••• p 2. 45
Pilgrim' s Regress byC.s. Lewi s •••••••••••• pl. 95
Till We Have Faces by C.S. Lewis .••••••••••• p2.95
The Weight of Glory by C. S Lewis ••••••••••• p 1. 25
God in the Dock by C. S. Lewi s ••••••••••••••• h 6. 95
p 3. 45
The Lion of Judah in Never- Never Land
by Katheryn Lind skoog•••••••••• pl.95
The Christian W orld of C.S. Lewis
b y C.S. Kilby •••••••••••••••••• h4.50
Phantastes and Lili th b y George MacDonald ••• p 3. 45
Are W omen H ~ b y Dorothy Sayers ••••••• p 1. 25
Consciousness of Battle by Mary Shideler ••••• h 5. 95
The Theology of Romantic Love, A Study of
the Writings of Charles Williams by Shideler p 2. 45
War In Heaven by Charles Williams •••••••••• p 2. 45
Descent Into Hell by Charles Williams •••••••• p 2. 45
Shadows of Ecstacy by Charles Williams ••••• p 2. 45
Many Dimensions by Charles Williams ••••••• p 2. 45
The Place of the Lion by Charles Williams •••• p 2. 45
The five novels in slipcase together •••••• 11. 95

And Many More .....
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Guest of Honor

PETEQ 0.
BEAGLE
Tolkien and general fantasy fans probably
have encountered Peter S. Beagle in either one
or both of two places. In 1966, he published a
very fine review of The Lord of the Rings in
Holiday magazine, which appeared later that year
in Ballantine's Tolkien Reader, and in 1968, his
third novel, The Last Unicorn, a fantasy, was
published, another work which Ballantine tracked
down and published the following year.
Reviews of books, however fine the book, can
often become intricate and dry expositions of per sonal pet peeves when approached by many reviewers, who are usually not willing (or able) to grapple with a book in truly scholarly fashion, nor
willing to let their interest in a book run about
clothed in other than the most pedantic terminology. Beagle's review of Tolkien is. somewhat
more than a review, and also one which avoids
both these pitfalls. It touches on many of the real
issues of the book with utmost seriousness; all is
infused with Mr. Beagle's uncanny ability to find
an apt - even exciting - phrase. His description
of the Nazgul - one of my favorites - may help
to illustrate what I mean:
•••• Astride great birds or riding black horses
they cast freezin.g shadows as they hunt to and
fro over Middle-earth on their Master's
errands, forever calling to one another in
thin voices full of evil and a kind of pitiless
sorrow. They are creatures out of a child's
dream of clouds across the moon, searching
for him, called by the beating of his heart••••
Or the Ring:
••• It is a kind of burning glass through which
all the selfishness in the world can be brought
into focus, and to wear it is to be naked both
to the Eye ••• and to one's own deepest desires
for power over others.

&

Here is a man - a writer - who profoundly
knows and feels his encounter with Tolkien as a
writer and as a creator of a world. Yet perhaps
the one comment I have run across more than any
other is that his writing is unique - entirely his
own.
As Lin Carter honestly observes, his writing
is not in the tradition of Tolkien, nor of anybody
e l ~ as far as can be ascertained. The Last
Unicorn is written in a style much akin to the
character of the unicorn herself; in fact, it is an
important factor in the revelation of that character.
It is fresh, delicate, yet wild, with a hint of that
elvish immortality which is the unicorn's, eyeing
the world through curious, haunting, poetic image s,
that seem at times to leave all sense of reality
behind until suddenly a phrase congeals about itself the sense and feeling of a whole section.
Surrealistic is not quite the word for the handling
of the book, but here is a kind of floating subjectivity and heightened awareness that is delightful to read simply for its own sake. It is a
charmed book.
Beagle himself, who now resides in Watsonville, California was born in New York in 1939.
He graduated from the University of Pittsburgh
in 1959. His first novel, A Fine and Private
Place was published the very next year and re ceived with great critical acclaim. Mr. Beagle
has traveled and lived abroad, and attended
Stanford University for a year on a writing fellowship. He has published one other book: I See by
My Outfit, which is, according to Lin Carter (I
have not been able to get hold of a copy) an account
of a cross country trip by motor scooter. He
sounds to me to be an interesting and versatile
man, writer, and Mythopoeic.
- Bruce McMenomy

~[f)
t:be rTitYt:bopoerc p~ess
All pledgers and those interested in becoming
pledgers of the Press are invited to meet
during the Sunday dinner hour in the cafeteria
to discuss current status and future plans.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE GUEST OF HONOR

PETER BEAGLE
FA Fine and Private Placi'
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Peter°&Beagle
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FROM BALLANTINE BOOKS
PUBLISHERS OF THE FINEST
ADULT FANTASY
ANYWHERE

@
B

BALLANTINE HAS A
MAGNIFICENT TREAT FOR
MILLIONS OF
HOBBIT-LOVERS
EVERYWHERE!
T HE FELLOWSHIP
OF THE Rl NG

J.R.R.Tolkien

NEW EDITIONS OF THE TRILOGY
AND THE HOBBIT- PLUS
A NEW FOUR-COPY BOXED SET!
All four books ($1.25 ea.) have fantastic new
covers with Tolkien's own paintings of Middle
Earth used as art. There are also new
introductions by Peter Beagle.
The four-copy boxed set ($5.00) has been
completely redesigned to show off the
full-color heraldic shields created by
J. R. R. Tolkien himself and never before seen
by his fans.
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I re me mber most vividly the s u mmer of 1967
when I fir s t read The Lord of th e R ings. It was
about that ti me that Fab first incorporated "real
Borax " into thier product: m y i m pressions of
tha t summer are associated chiefly with memory
of a somewhat imb ec ilic tune to that effect issuing from every radio in the house, a nd of m y self
gnawing on a stic k of cinnamon and sitting on m y
bed or (better yet) in a certain tree which overlooked Lake Merced , reading The Lord of the Rings •
It was a whole summer's experience for me . I
immersed my self in the whole of Middle-earth so
totally that I think m y parents were certain they
had lost contact with me altogether. Perhaps they
were right in a way. I have never been anything
like the same since.
Nor am I the only person in this country who
can trace the roots of a rather deep-seated Tolkien
fanaticism to that year of the year before, Indeed,
attending the publication of Tolkien in two American
paperback editions there followed one of the most
astonishing literary r eactions this country has seen
for gene rations . Zealous, hobbitish Tolkien-freaks
appeared everywhere, particularly in colleges and
high schools and even (in my case) in junior high
schools, missionarizing with unprecedented fervor .
There were "Frodo Lives" buttons, maps, magazine
articles, posters and people to attest to the growth
of something which could be classed as popular
culture with the most pe culiar esoteric twist to it,
as well as deep intellectual and spiritual roots.
Those days, we say, are over. Some are
grateful to be rid of them, to be able to set about
the serious work of Tolkien scholarship. Many
others look back as upon a golden time, the Elder
Days of Tolkien Fandom. Yet time has proven that,
if the great Tolkien boom of 1966-67 was a somewhat ephemeral phenomenon, there still is a good
deal of the original enthusiasm remaining. Tolkien
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admirers still congregate and share lore, language
and experiences. And partially responsible for this
prest.;;·vation, perhaps, is the formation of groups
for the study of Tolkien. The oldest and probably
the best known of these was The Tolkien Society of
America. Thought it now no longer exists as an
independent entity (it merged with The l\Iythopoeic
Society in 1972), in its earliest days it did much
to consolidate and organize Tolkien fandom.
The Society was brought together through the
personal energy of a handful of people. Many of
them are still known and active today. A glance
through an article in the Saturday Evening Post
(July 2, 1966) written by Henry Resnik turns up a
handful of names: Diana Paxson, Alexis Levitin,
and most prominently, the founder and first Thain
of the Society, Richard Plotz, whom Mythcon IV
now welcomes as a guest of honor.
If the story in Henry Resnik's article is true
(and I have no reason to doubt that it is), there is
a rather mythic element surrounding the very
founding of the Tolkien Society. Fortune or providence, and the natural esoteric yet gregarious
nature of Tolkien fans, are to be thanked, along with
the New York subway system. Graffiti, being the
medium of popular expression that it is, began to
appear on subway walls in Elvish, and such im.mortal one-shots as "Bilbo Baggins is probably a
fake" evolved into a running conversation of several week's duration among a handful of fans who
had never met. Finally Plotz took the initiative
and put up a notice: "Tolkien Club meets at Alma
Mater Statue 2:00, February 27th." Six people,
none of whom had ever met before gathered there
in twenty-degree weather and the Tolkien Society
was born. Not exactly the Nine Walkers, the
group nevertheless grew to well over 1200 in less
than a year. The scant newsletter - the Tolkien
Journal grew after a few issues to a magazine
which offered articles by such names as W. H. Auden,
C. S. Kilby, and the like.
As for Dick Plotz, he went on to Harvard and
realized that it would be impossible to continue as
the Thain of the Tolkien Society of America while
a student, so he turned the task over to Ed Meskys.
In 1972, due to Mr. Meskys blindness, the Society
was merged with The Mythopoeic Society and its
journal with Mythlore. 'kt undoubtedly Dick Plotz
can tell us some of what none of us knew was going
on back in the days when Tolkien fandom was just
coming to life. He has, in fact, talked with Tolkien,
as well, and perhaps can tell us some little bit of
information on him. Who knows - perhaps the
professor secretly promised to release the Silmarillion by 1974...
_ Bruce McMenomy
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THE LION• OF JUDAH
1n

NEVER-NEVER LAND
Kathryn Lindskoog
An early draft of the book was sent to '
Lewis before his death. In his reply, Lewis
s aid: " you are in the centre of the target
everywhere. For one thing, you know bett e r than anyone else I ' ve met; certainly better than I do myself••• you (alone of the critics I 've met) realize the connection, or
even the unity, of all the books - scholarly,
fantastic, theological, and make me appear
a single author, not a man who impersonates half a dozen authors, which is what I
seem to most. "
But for all its insight and accomplishment, this book is no dreary scholar's tome.
It is, rather, an eager exploration of the
riches hidden in the Narnia Tales, and an
enthusiastic sharing of those riches with
$1.95
Lewis lovers everywhere.
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C.S.LEWIS:

Images of His World
l)()l'GL\S GILHEHT Cl.YUE S. MU\\'
In C. S. Lewis . Images of His World. Doug las
Gi lbert and Clyde S Kilby take us behind the name.
and into the places where Lewis lived . walked . taught.
worshipped. loved . and died. In photographs and te xt
they show us the deer park outs ide his rooms at Magda len Col lege ; the K il ns, where Lewis li ved most of
his li fe the forests and mounta ins and seascapes that
delighted him on the wa lking trips he was fond of
taking-and that later served as inspiration for the
sett ings in his Narnia ta les ; the small parish church
he attended. and next to wh ich he was bur ied the
friends and col leagues who played so large a part
in shaping his life.
It 1s a book for everyone who has
rea d and adm ired Lewis the author. apol og is t, and
te acher and w ho will welcome an opportunity to
become better acquainted with Lewis the man .

$15.00
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Further selectinns from Eerdmans ....

A MATT€ROF
eTeRNiT)?
Dorothy L. Sayers
Editrd by Rosamond Kent Sprague

In this book, Rosamond Kent
Sprague offers a selection of
quotable passages from Miss
Sayers' theological and devotional writings on a number of
themes, including creation, sin,
forgiveness, women, and work.
Within the various sections, the
excerpts range in length from
one sentence to several pages;
in content they representthe full
range of her work. Also included is a previously unpublished
poem entitled "For Timothy, in
the Coinherence," which - according to editor Sprague - will
appeal to lovers of Charles
Williams, Dante, and of cats,
$4. 50

The GiFTS Of The
chilb ChRiST
George MacDooald
Introduction by G lenn Sadler

"A BAPTISM OF THE
IMAGINATION"

I do not write, " MacDonald
said, "for children, but for the
childlike, whether of five, or
fifty, or seventy-five, " Here,

for the children of all ages, is
a collection of fantasy and fairy
tales certain to delight both confirmed MacDonald readers .and
those who will meet him here fbr
the first time.
"A delight. •• a superb enterprise. 11 - Maurice Sendak
Available in September
686 Pages in two volumes
Cloth edition, gift bm, $14,95
Paperback edition, $7. 95

Send all inquiries and orders to:
Wm, B, Eerdmans Publishing Co.
255 Jefferson Ave, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502
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0CHEDULE
The Art Show will be held in Espacio 2, and the
Sales Room in Espacio 3, Hours for each will be
posted on their door, Various Notices including
possible changes in schedule will be taped on the
door of Espacio 1.
Registration Badges prove you are a convention
member, and are required for admission to all
indoor activities. Please remember to wear yours.

friday
Registration open in the afternoon, There will be
no meals served at the Torres on Friday.
7:30

Reception Party for the Guests of Honor in
Espacio 4, Later in the evening the classic
The 5,000 Fingers of Dr, T will be shown.

0alurday
6:15 Dawn Fandom, Greet the dawn with excerpts
from great literature on the Lawn
7:45-8:15 Breakfast served in the cafeteria. Note:
the times given for meal hours indicate t h ~
times the food is being served, You may remain longer in the cafeteFia to finish if you
wish.
9:00 Pun Tourney on Torres Patio,
10:15 Branch members are asked to assemble
with their home branch on the Lawn. In order
of formation, the branches will form for the
procession. Those who do not have branch
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membership may either watch the Procession
outside, or await its arrival in the Los Carneros Room. Those in the Procession are.
urged to wear courtly dress, if possible.
10:30 PROCESSION AND OPE NING SESSION in
the Los Carneros Room. Introduction of
Guests and Notables by Jonathon Hodge,
Master of Ceremonies. Keynote address,
" Laeta in Chorea Magna" by Bruce McMenomy.
12-12:30 Lunch served in the cafeteria.
11:30?-3:30 ? The Society for Creative Anachronisms will hold a picnic on the Lawn, followed
various demonstrations and entertainments.
12:45 Open Council Meeting in Espacio 4. All
Council members are ur ged to be present.
3:00 Return of the DAWN T READER , based in part
on works by C. S. Lewis; conceived by Bernard
S. Zuber; play by Galen Peoples; ballads by
Paula Marmor; music by Dale Ziegler; " Hail,
Narnia ! " , words and music by Dale Ziegler.
In the Los Carneros Room.
In the year since Mythcon ill, the Performing Arts Workshop has been enjoying a monthly series of play readings. Our presentation
at Mythcon IV is somewhat in the nature of an
open meeting of PFA. Some of the roles in
the Return of the DAWN TREADER were assigned at our open reading for casting, but we
are leaving several roles open for casting at
the Con. If you would like to participate in
this reading, please contact Dale Ziegler.
5-5:30 Dinner served in the cafeteria
5:45 Mythopoeic slide show in Espacio I.
6:30 AUCTION in Espacio 4.
8:00 MASQUERADE in The Los Carneros Room
9:45 Films in Espacio 4. Cocteau's Blood of a
Poet, and Alec Guiness in The Man in the
While Suit.
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8unday
7:45-8:15 Breakfast served in the cafeteria.
8:30 Paper: "A Comparison Between The Snow
Queen and The Lion, the Witch and the
~ o b e by Sara Tompson in Espacio 1.
10:00 Paper: "Climbing Jacob's Ladder" by
Joe R. Christopher, in Espacio 1.
12:00 BANQUET in the Torres Dining Hoom.
Address by Guests of Honor, and awarding
of The Mythopoeic Scholarship Award and
The Mythopoeic F antasy Award.
2:45 Final Verbal Bidding on Art Show Items,
shortly following conclusion of the Banquet.
3:15 THE LIVING CHESS GA ME on the Lawn.
This is an event of pageantry, and courtly
dress is urged.
5:00 Dinner served in the cafeteria.
6:00 AUCTION in Espacio 4.
7:15 Marion Zimmer Bradley will perform her
"Rivendell Suite" of Songs and Music in the
Los Carneros Room.
7:45 An interpretive dance based on C. S. Lewis'
novel, Till We Have Faces. Performers are
Lia Babbit, Bonnie GoodKnight, Annalee
Peoples, Diane Plummer and Christine
Smith. Reading by Joyce O'Dell, help by
Lynne Brown. Choreography by Christine
Smith with help from all.
8:30 Film, the original silent classic " The Thief
of Bagdad" starring Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.

Monday
7:45-8:15 Breakfast served in the cafeteria.
8:45 Paper by Nancy Lou Patterson on Gurgi
and other Mosters in mythopoeic literature.
in Espacio 1.
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10:00 Panel on Wagner and Tolkien led by
Marion Zimmer Bradley, in Espacio 4.
11 :00 Special Meeting for those who are interested in forming a branch of the Society.
The meeting will cover all areas, and
answer questions. 1n Espacio 1.
12-12:30 Lunch served in the cafeteria.
12:45 Inklings II Writer's Workshop will give
readings from variOllS members' works.
1n Espacio 1.
1:00 Check out time at the Torres. It is urged
you check out of your room during the

morning. after lunch, or certainly before
The Closing Session.
--2:00 THE CLOSING SESSION will focus on the

song "Chorea Magna" specially written for
the Society (using the same melody as the
old Shaker "Tis the Gift to be Simple". or
the song "The Lord of the Dance"). There
will be both singing and dancing

The Dance is the singing of the stars at their birth.
The Dance is a tree with its roots in utmost earth.
The Dance is the gamboling of balls in a game
With their source a hand. and their end the same.

Dare, then. the measure of the Dance
Follow the Fool in his reckless fall
1n his madness-joy. his destiny-in-chance
For all luck is good. and the Naught is All!
The Dance knows the crippling that the earth cannot heal,
The Dance knows the wei.g ht and the flaming of the wheel,
The Dance knows the binding to the stake lit at dawn,
But the dancers. stilled, still go dancing on.
(Refrain)

The
The
The
And

Dance is a lion and child locked in play.
Dance is a feast on a royal wedding day.
Dance is a City where the time-scattered meet,
the Glory blazes in each complete
(Refrain)
- A Dancer
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ILLUSTRATIONS BY
ALICIA AUSTIN
CATHY HILL

GEORGE BARR

TIM KIRK

JIM CAWTHORN

BRUCE McMENOMlf

BERNIE ZUBER

AVAILABLE NOW AT MlfTHCON IV,

FROM JONATHON HODGE,
AT THE SPECIAL ADVANCE
PRICE OF $2.50!
( It will be $3 after Mythcon.)
LIMITED EDITION.

For further
information
about mail
orders, write
to :
Jonathon T. Hodge
10639 Deveron Dr.
Whittier
california
90601
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FARLEY

CATHY WAGNER

5ftll6Rl£N
GRtlETS MlTHCON IV
Lothlorien the San Gabriel Valley, the home
and heartland, the origin of the Mythopoeic Society and way of life, salutes Mythcon IV. It is
perhaps with a bit of justifiable pride of parenthood that the San Gabriel Valley Branch is able
to look upon the rest of the Society and hence to
its grandchild Mythcon. We see Mythcon as the
flowering forth from those branches of the Society
of which we are more than a mere branch, but
rather a root. In the early days of the dawning
of the Society these six ages gone, the fair and
hardy folk of the Golden Wood kept solitary vigil
against the night without, sheltering the seedling
and guiding it firmly but gently to fruition. We
sang of leaves of gold, and lo, they have grown,
and great is their radiance, for such was the power of our song and the strength of our singing.
And indeed, we have aged as few grandparents.
We sit not as doddering sires blinking wateryeyed with bleak satisfaction at the rolls of our
descent; nay, the song is still strong on our lips,
our discussions brisk and brilliant: deep roots
are not reached by the frost. All Mythopoeics
have two home branches, it is said: their own
and Lothlorien.
We invite all Mythopoeics to
come, to make a pilgrimage to behold the original
Mythopoeic Society in its undimmed splendor.
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MEMBEQ0

Thomas Luke Wilson
Antoinette Harris
James D. Hall
Hal Goldblatt
Marion Peglar
Jim Vibber
Lee Vibber
Edward Finkelstein
Mike Bostic
Jim Carleton
Elizabeth Stumpfhauzer
Dwain Kaiser
James D. Allan
Sara To.m pson
Irving X. Hoggman
David Townsend
Elizabeth Townsend
Mayer Leschowitzsky
Joe R. Christopher
Helen Bautista
Julia Mendoza
Dale Ziegler
Dennis Jarog
Jonathon T. Hodge
Frederick Brenion
Sharon Carleton
Michael Urban
John Fisher
Christine Smith
Craig Vaughn
Claudia Vaughn
Ronald C. Taylor
Ian Slater
Glen H. GoodKnight
Bonnie Sue GoodKnight
Rhea C. Stone III
Anthea-Lynn Motis
John Lindskoog
Katheryn .Lindskoog
Mary Hunter Shaub
Thom Anderson
Dana Anderson
Karen Trimble
Lance Hopkins
Poul Anderson
Janice Scott
Meg Garrett
Lynne Brown
Lisa Deutsch
Leslie Wintrob
Alan Gillen

52. Susan Gillen
53. Loraine Franklin
54. Janet Wainwright
55. Nicki Lee Davis
56. Ken Nahigian
57. John Trimble
58. Bjo Trimble
59. Joyce O'Dell
60. Harold Harrigan
61. Leigh McGuire
62. Paula Marmor
63. Anne Wilson
64, Aravis Del Clare
65. John L. Leland
66. Kris Fawcett
67. Bob Irvin
68, Valerie Frazier
69. Rayna Alsberg
70, Tim Lewis
71. Cheryl A. McCombs
72. W. G. McCombs
73. Sherry E. Avett
74. Barbara Mann
75. William Curry
76. Bernard A, Zuber
77. Teny Rule Zuber
78. Joanne W. Burnett
79. Robert Prokop
80. Richard Prokop
81. Clifford A. Burg
82. Robert D. Coleman
83, Amy M, Wisniewski
84. Gerry A. Wisniewski
85. Edith L. Crowe
86. Loe D. Lescarbeau
87. Larry Keene
88. Craig Brown
89. Steve MacIntosh
90. Sandy MacIntosh
91. Pat Tressel
92. N, Talbot Brady
93. Elizabeth D, Muntz
94. PatRawlings
95. Anna Lee Peoples
96, James T. Wallace
97. Sharon White
98. Mary-Ann Ramirez
99. Chrysti Whitaker
100. Bruce McMenomy
101. David Moore
102. Mary E. Moore
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103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118,
11 9.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.

Kathy DePaoli
Joseph Sheffer
Doug Woods
Paul Gregory Davis
Lois Rosenburg
Alexandra Tarasovna
Kiceniuk
Martha L, Mittelstadt
Mary Hall
Caludia Garrett
Leslie Mardis
Beverly Clark
Jo Jens en
Richard Balka
Dean Anderson
Nina Anderson
He nryW. Vandenbur gh
Michelle H. Feldman
Robert Petipas
Ken Kessler
Daniel J. Anderson
Stephen Moore
Doris Robin

125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131,

132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
13 9.
14 0.
141.
142.
14 3.
144.
14 5.
146.
14 7.

Diane Schroeder
Nancy L. Crowe
Kenneth R. Walker
Janice Snyder
Paula M, Salo
Margaret Mason
Wendy McGuire
Matthew Kay
Christopher Gilson
Kathleen A, Coo per
Kimberly Card
Harrison M. Rose
Bill Welden
Terry Wel d en
R ob ert Ryne
Larry Schoe n
Toni Lay
Clint Biggle stone
Janet Bigglestons
Patrick Maloney
Doug Simons
Mrs. Robert Coleman
Tatiana Scheftel

Membership as of 6 August 1973

~~Tl\OOTI V
AUGUST 23-26, 1974

JOIN NOW $4 until Yule Moot
Box 4671 Whittier, California 90607

The New York C. S. Lewis Society
wishes great success to
Mythcon IV
Information concerning the Society is available from
Mrs. Hope Kirkpatrick
Secretary & Treasurer
466 Orange St.
New Haven, Conn.
06511
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WHAT HE THOUGHT ABOUT:
·GOD· HEAVEN· HELL· DEATH· NATURE·
· MIRACLES · PRAYER · MAN ·
·LOVE· PAIN· TRUTH & ETHICS·
BY KATHRYN ANN LINDSKOOG
One of the keenest minds of this century, C. S. Lewis was a renowned and articulate spokesman tor the Christian faith . His penetrattng critiques reveal a man of Incomparable scholarship, extraor•
dinary wit and singular faith .
Using her personal friendship with Lewis and her thorough knowl•
e<lge of h,s works as a basis. Kathryn l.lndekoog examinea major
Christian themes e><plored In the scope ct Lewis' Wl'ltlng Thl8 bOOk
promises to be a slgnthGant and Vlluable
to
Lewta
reader''! library
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ORCRiST
In no. 7, "The medieval Tradition in Modern Literature" issue:
Richard West, "Malory and T. H. White"
Poul Anderson's translation of "Songs of Gurre"
Sandra Miesel on Anderson's The Broken Sword
Bonniejean Christensen, "Tolkien's Creative Technique: Beowulf
and The Hobbit"
J. A. Johnson, "Farmer Giles ~ Ham : What Is It?"
Elizabeth Lane on the Pr ydain Cycle and Welsh Tradition
J. R. Christopher, "On The Hunting £!.. the Snark ~ ~ Ballad"

------

Scheduled for Orcrist No. 8:
A translation by Poul Anderson; Patric k McGuire on Ander son 's
wor k; Robt. Bunda, "Color Symbolism in LOTR" ; Deborah Rogers,
"The Use of Color in the Fiction of Lewis and Tolkien", articles
by Michael Ehling and J. R. Christopher; letters, verse, reviews.

ORCRIST: $1

614 Langdon St.

.~~'°'®~~@r->~@r-> ~

1
•

Madison, Wis.

53703

~W@r->'°'®M@r->~ '°'®"'®"> ~ ~1'1@)">

u on what?
"Sutton 600:•

' \

\

"S0 Nu.?"

"Sutton 60011"
"So ? What's Sutton Hoo? •
"Sutton Hoo is the Hollywood-Wilshire &ranch:'
'' I thought Hollywood-Wilshire was Mylgarl ?*
"It was. ~ it's Sutton Hoo.*
"So why the change? "
"We thought it was time to get down to earth."
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MEN, HALFLINGS & HERO WORSHIP, by Marion Zimmer Bradley. An exploration of the character relationships in The Lord of the
Rings . This in-depth study, which has long been out of print
in its original form, is illustrated withnnine full page
drawings by a brilliant new fantasy art i st, Judith Weiss .
Paper .... . ..................... . ..........• .. ......... . $2.50
A

GUIVE TO MIVVLE EARTH, by Robert Foster. A glossary and concordance to the works of J. R. R. Tolkien. Five thousand
copies have been sold since The Mirage Press first i ssued
this essential reference volume in 1971 . With a color jacket
by Tim Kirk. Cloth .. ... .....•.. . .. . ...••••............. $6.95

AN ATLAS OF FANTASY, compiled by J. B. Post. A must for all fantasy fans, the Atlas deservedly became famous even before it
was published. Over 250 8 1/2 x 11 pages of maps of imaginary lands, this collectors' edition contains maps of Middle
Earth, Narnia , Nehwon, Earthsea, Barsoom, Oz and dozens upon dozens more. If you can imagine it, chances are it's
here! Cloth ......... ..... ...•. .. .... .. ... . .. . .. . ...... $20 . 00
Paper .. .... ... . .. ... . .• • . .• ......... • .. . ........ $12. 00

MASTER OF MIVVLE EARTH, by Paul H. Kocher.

Published last year
by Houghton-Mifflin, this study of Tolkien (with particular
emphasis on the Trilogy) is considered by many reviewers to
be the finest book thus far written on this virtually inexhaustible subject. Cloth .... • ...• . ..........•... •. ... • . $5 . 95

PHANTOMS & FANCIES, by L. Sprague de Camp. A fascinating collection of predominantly light poetry, ably illustrated by
Tim Kirk. Published in 1972 by The Mirage Press in an edition of 1000 numbered copies. Cloth ................ . . . . $5.00

FROM ELFLANV TO POUGHKEEPSIE, by Ursula K. LeGuin. An essay on
fantasy by a writer who is rapidly becoming one of the recognized masters of the genre. Published this summer by Pendragon Press in a numbered edition of 750 copies, and not likely to remain in print very long . Paper .. . ............. . $3.00
Al I of these boo k s are avai I abl e ,

p o stpaid,

T-K GRAPHICS
DEPT, "P", PO Box 1951
BALTIMORE, MD 21203
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from :

J.Q.Q. Tolkien

C.8. Lewis Charles Williams
fANTA6Y

MYTtl

lM:\C ~IN /,l'IC)N

The Mythopoeic Society is devoted to the study, discussion, and
enjoyment of myth, fantasy and imaginative literature, especially
the works of J. R.R. Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, and Charles Williams.
The Society is based on the idea that these authors furnish an excellent introduction to the entire realm of imaginative literature. Since
the Society has a general interest in fantasy and myth, it is also interested in many other writers as well, and discusses them according to the choices of its branches. The Society is interested in a
greater understanding and integration of all aspects of hu man experience, as well as greater individual and group creativity.
The word "mythopoeic" (pronounced myth-o-pe-ic) means "mythmaking" or " myth-maker". It is a word that fits well the fictional
and mythic works of the authors, who were prominent members of an
unique informal literary circle known as the Inklings, that met in
Oxford during the late 30's and 40's. Their works optimistically reflect commom values and abound in many parallels and cross-influences.
The Mythopoeic Society was founded in 1967 by its President,
Glen H. GoodKnight.
From its first meeting of fifteen people in
Southern California, it has grown through various stages to become a
national organization with 22 current branches. In 1969 it developed
its current branch system. In 1970 it held its first annual convention
- Mythcon. In 1971 it incorporated as an educational and literary
non-profit organization. In 1972 THE TOLKIEN SOCIETY of America
merged with it, thus jointly creating a larger and stronger national
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framework. The Society's present membership numbers around 600.
Subscriptions to its literary Journal, Mythlore, numbers 1,000.
The most frequent activity of the Society is the monthly discussion held by each of its branches. A branch discusses a book or topic
chosen by vote of the branch members beforehand. Each branch elects its own officers and develops its own traditions, while being
united with others of similar and shared interest through the Society.
Printed information about "Forming a Branch" is available on request,
The Mythopoeic Society's Coat of Arms draws its elements from
mythopoeic literature and Society traditions. The motto "Laeta in
Chroea Magna" in Latin translates as "Joyful in the Great Dance."
Joy, based on experience, is the key word of the Society.

0OCIETY PUBLICATION0
Mylhlore
MYTHLORE is a literary journal, featuring articles, reviews,
editorials, letter column, and highly praised artwork. The articles
deal mainly with J, R. R, Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, and Charles Williams;
their works; and the mythopoeic genre of literature generally, It is
generally recognized as the periodical dealing with the three authors,
Subscriptions are 4 issues for $3.50, Single issues are $1. Back
issues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are $1,00 each. Number 4 is out of print.

My·lhril
MYTHRIL is the production of the Inklings II Writer's Workshop,
and features original fiction and poetry; artwork; editorials, and letter coulmn, Subscriptions are 4 issues for $2.50. Single issues are
75¢. Back issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are ·75¢ each,

Parma Eldalamberon
PARMA ELDALAMBERON (Elvish for The Book of Elven Tongues) is the journal of The Mythopoeic Linguistic Fellowship, and is
interested in imaginary fantasy languages and all matters linguistic
and philological, especially the divers tongues of Middle-earth and
the LowWorlds (C.S.Lewis' Space Trilogy). Subscriptions are $3,50
for 4 issues. Issues 1$2 reprinted together are $1; Number 2 is 50¢;
Number 3 is $ 1.

Mylhcon Proceedin8s
MYTHCON I PROCEEDINGS is the product of the 1970 Tolkien
Conference III/Mythcon I, It contains 17 lengthy papers. The titles
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are: "Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams," "The Structure and Aesthetic
of Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings," "On the Nature and Histories of
11
the Great RLgs. "Farewell to Shadowlands: C. s. Lewis on Death,"
"Three Good Mothers: Galadriel, Psyche, and Sybil Coningsby,"
"Archtypes of the Mother in the Fantasies of George MacDondd,"
"The Lure of the Ring," "Surprising Joy: c.s. Lewis' Deep Space
Trilogy," "A High and Lonely Destiny," "The Impact of Charles
Williams' Death on C. s. Lewis," "Beyond the Fields We Know: An Appreciation of Lord Dunsany," "The Two-Headed Beast: Notes toward
a Defintion of Allegory," "The Language of J. R.R. Tolkien in The
Lord of the Rings, " "Considering The Great Divorce, Parts I & ff:-"
1
The 'Hnau' Creatures of c.s. Lewis,
Sindarin and Quenya Phonology," "The White Tree," and "Mythcon Report." $2.50 a copy.
MYTHCON II PROCEEDINGS is the product of the Hl71 Mythcon
It contains 8 lengthy papers. The titles are: ''Transcending the
Images: Archaisms and Alternatives," "Anti-Babels: Images of the
Divine Center in That Hideous Strength, " "Considering The Great
11 11
Divorce, Parts m, IV, and V,
The Heroic in Middle-earth, 11 11The
Return to the Past in Williams and Eliade," ''Introducing C.S. Lewis:
Sincerity Personified," "Selected Materials From a Study of The Worm
Ouroboros," "Are These Myths True?'' and "Closing Session Report.
$1.50 a copy.

II.

Mn'HCON ill PROCEEDINGS is the product of the 1972 Mythcon
It contains 5 lengthy papers, including a very long bne on "Symbolism in The Greater Trumps, " "The Decline and Fall of the Osgil11
iathian Empire, 11 11The Broken Sword Reforged, a paper on "The
Queen of Air and Darkness," An Address by Poul Anderson, and a
transcript from "The Making of Fantasy Worlds" paneled by professional authors. $2. 00 a copy.

m.

MEMBEQ~HIP
Active members posses full participational and voting rights.
Dues are $6 for a 12 month period, payable in units no less than $1.50
at a time to branch registrars or directly to the Society Treasurer.
$3 of the annual dues count as a subscription to Mytbprint.
Associate membership is a subscription to Mytbprint at $3 for a
12 month period.

Mythprint
MYTHPRINT is the monthly bulletin and newsletter of the Society.
Its 16 to 20 pages contain meeting information of the branches and
special interest groups, artwork, branch discussion reports, letters,
book reviews, editorials, and news related to the Society's many interests. Subscription to Mytbprint is part of Society membership.
Information on back issues is available on request.

Box 4671. Whittier. Ca. 90607
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WINNER
OF

The Mythopoeic
Scholarship Jlward

PAUL H. KOCHER
for

Master of Middle-Earth
"PAUL KocHER considers Tolkien's fiction

as a whole and shows that the recurrent theme of the inevitable separation between the world of men and the world of
faery runs through all his works, as well
as Lord of the Rings. MASTER OF MrnoLEEARTH is a must reading for students of the
master." -Stanford Alumni Almanac

"PROFESSOR KoCHER has paid honour to a
great eccentric and original whom less
thoughtful critics would have tried to compress, Procrustes-like, into the trend. For
this he deserves our gratitude."
-The Times Literary Supplement

In cloth, $5.95
Coming September 11 in paper, $2.95
At your bookstore

"KOCHER SHARES WITH TOLKIEN the virtue
he most admires in him, the ability
to discuss philosophy without the technical jargon of that discipline. The book impels the reader to return and r~read
Tolkien with new insight."
-Library Journal

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
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Coming October 24
THE COLLECTOR'S EDITION OF

THE HOBBIT
by

J.R.R.TOLKIEN
by flze author

illusfrafed

for

HIS new edition brings together
th('
lirst time all the author's origin,11 lullcolor paintings with all the pen-line ,irtwork and the full text. It will be publishl'd
in a large format with de l11xc bindingtruly a book for every collector and ,1dmirer of Bilbo Baggins.

T

Time permits only one printing before
Christmas, and current demand indicates
it will be a sell-out. To avoid disappointment, reserve a copy at your favorite books tore now.
$12.50 until 12/ 31/ 73. Thereafter $15 .00.

HOUGHTON MIFRIN COMPANY
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